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Administration Comments on GAO's
Draft Report on Uranium Enrichment
BACKGROUND
In mLl-July the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
referred the President's June 26 uranium enrichment
proposal to GAO for an "exhaustive review... GAO
promised to deliver a report to the JCAE by
September 30. On October 3, GAO provided its draft
report to ERDA and the Domestic Council for
Administration review and comment. The report is
negative in its conclusions and
poor in quality.
fly,
recommends that:
{a} ERDA reject the private industry proposal
for
lding a diffusion plant;
(b} that ERDA build another government plant; and
(c) a government corporation should
created to
over the enrichment plants.
HESPONSE TO GAO
The attached
tter '..vas prepared over the weekend by
ERDA, OMB, FEA, and Domestic Council staff.
It consists
a four-page cover letter which summarizes 11 major
problems with the report, an attachment which elaborates
on
problem, and a second attachment which gives a
page-by-page comment on the
report.
The letter was developed with (a) the hope that GAO
would correct and improve its report, and (b) the
expectation that the letter may have little impact with
GAO but could be made public as a rebuttal to the report.
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Our current expectation is that the letter will be
signed and delivered to GAO tomorrow (Tuesday). 'The
earliest possible response is important, because
(a) further delay on our part could lead to more
delay by GAO and the Congress, and (b) the report
apparently is already in the hands of JCAE staff.
We should consider early Tuesday whether additional
letters should be sent to the Comptroller General
by Administration officials, such as Jim Lynn and
Frank Zarb.

Attachment
cc:

Bob Seamans
Alan Greenspan
Bill Seidman

,

UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEAR.CH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

20545

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
The Comptroller General
of the·United States
Washington, D.C.
20548
Dear Mr. Staats:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on your
draft report on the expansion of uranium enrichment capacity
in the United States. As indicated in the President's June 26,
1975, message to Congress. this matter is of great importance
to the Nation.
The President's proposal was designed to:
• Make clear immediately our National commitment to
provide the needed in.crease in U.S. capacity to
produce enriched uranium for domestic and foreign
nuclear power plants.
Retain u.s. leadership as a supplier of services
and technology for peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
Assure early creation of a private competitive uranium
enrichment industry -- ending the Government
monopoly •
• Accomplish the above with little or no cost to
taxpayers and with all necessary controls and
safeguards.
In contrast to the President's proposal, the GAO draft report
concludes that (a) ERDA should reject the proposal received
from the private firm that wishes to build a gaseous diffusion
plant, (b) the Government should build and own the next increment of needed capacity, and (c) that a Government Corporation
should be created to take over existing and the next new capacity.
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We believe the most complete, accurate and objective
possible analysis and presentation of the problems, issues,
and alternatives is necessary to increase public understanding of the President's proposai and to provide the
basis for early Congressional action on that proposal.
However, as detailed below, the presentation, analysis
and evaluation in your draft report is not sufficiently
complete, accurate or objective to sustain its conclusions.
We believe the report should be improved substantially
because it:
• Does not address fully the President's proposal .
. Contains factual inaccuracies or misinterpretations •
• Omits important considerations which, if taken into
account, would lead to different conclusions •
• Reflects philosophic preferences (e.g., for a Government Corporation) rather than an objective evaluation
of the many considerations involved.
BTiefly, our major substantive reservations about the report
are summarized below. Each of these points is discussed
further in Attachment A and detailed page-by-page comments
on the draft report are included in Attachment B •
. The draft report is almost exclusively limited to a
discussion of a proposal (still under negotiation) from
one industrial group -- Uranium Enrichment Associates -UEA, almost to the exclusion of an evaluation of the
President's total program which would cover a number of
cooperative agreements with firms that wish to build
plants using diffusion and centrifuge technology in the
transition to a private competitive industry •
• The draft ~eport does not reflect a clear understanding
of the remaining uncertainties in centrifuge technology
or the role that both technologies can play in sequence
in achieving a private competitive industry.
·
• The report does not seem to recognize that following its
conclusions may prevent ever achieving a private competitive
uranium enrichment industry
even though it professes to
support-that oLjective •
• The report (a) understates the risks to be
private firms that are contemplated in the
proposal, (b) understates the risks to UEA
and (c) overstates the potential risks· and
Government.

assumed by
President's
in its proposal,
costs to the
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• The report does not analyze objectively its strong
reconunendation thata Government corporation be created
to provide uranium enrichment services -- which corporation would have many of the same drawbacks as direct
government financing.
• The discussion of cash flow and Government financing
is inaccurate and misleading in that it (a) does not
make clear the large budget outlays that would result
over the next few years if the Government builds new
capacity; (b) incorrectly implies that costs of a new
add-on Government plant would be recouped.in about
6 years; and {c) confuses revenue from existing plants
and eventual revenue from a new add-on Government
plant. The revenue from existing plants is largely
a repayment to the Treasury for past and current costs
to taxpayers for building and operating these plants •
• The conclusion that a Government-owned capacity could
be added at a cost of $600 million less than that of a
similar sized privately-owned plant is open to question
and ignores the broader benefits of private financing
and ownership of uranium enrichment plants •
• While an early decision on the approach to expansion
of u.s. capacity is essential, ERDA does not believe
that a delay of one year or more -- beyond the UEA
planned date for having a plant on line -- would present
the serious problem assumed in the draft report. Furthermore, a Government-owned add-on plant could not be brought
on line until at. least lB months after the date planned
by UEA.
The criticism in the draft report of private ventures'
plans to obtain long-term "take-or-pay" contracts for
enrichment services suggests that GAO may not recognize
that such contracts are now used by ~RDA in selling
services from existing plants and are ~ften used in
industry
for example by utilities in purchasing
coal.
The criticism of private ventures' slowness in signing
up foreign customers suggests a lack of understanding
of the impact of the uncertainty while Congressional
action is awaited, and the positive effect that early
Congressional approval would have.
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The report is correct in concluding that the safeguarding
of nuclear materials and protection of classified technology
is not an issue in the ~ebate over Government vs. private
ownership of a plant. However, we believe the report
should emphasize that prompt action toward expanding the
. Nation's uranium enrichment capacity would be a major
contribution to continued U.S. technological leadership
and to non-proliferation objectives ..
We urge strongly that the General Accounting Office proceed
promptly with the correction and completion of its report so
that it will not contribute further to delay in Congressional
action on the President'~ proposal. We believe it is essential
that a National decision on the means for expanding U.S. capacity
to enrich uranium be reached without further delay.
We are prepared to cooperate fully in providing any additional
information and assistance that you might need in completing
.your report.
Sincerely,

. Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
Administrator

Attachments
As indicated

·-
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ATTACHMENT A
DETAILED DISCUSSION OF PROB~EMS SUMMARIZED
. IN THE LETTER TO MR. STAATS
1.

..

The draft report is almost ·exclusively limited to
a-discussion of a proposal-- still under negotiation -- from one industry group, almost to the
exclus1on of an evaluation of the President's total
proposal. Thus, 1t does not address the ma1n 1ssue
which is the appropriateness an~ adequacy of the
President's plan •
• The President's legislative proposal provides
the basis for negotiating cooperative agreements with a number of private firms that
propose to finance, build, own, and operate
uranium enrichment plants -- both diffusion
and centrifuge -- so that the Nation may move
toward a private competitive industry •
• The context for this proposal is important:
• The Atomic Energy Act requires that "The
development, use and control · of atomic'
energy shall be directed so as to • • •
strengthen free competition in private
enterprise."
• A program was undertaken . to provide industry
with' access to enrichment technology so that
firms could decide whether to enter the
.field •
• One firm, Uranium Enrichment Associates (UEA),
has proposed to build a plant utilizing the
proven gaseous diffusion process to satisfy
the need for the next increment of capacity.
Three firms have now proposed plants using
centrifuge technology for succeeding increments.
• The draft report focuses narrowly on the . proposal
submitted by UEA. This proposal is important because it is _the only one that deals with the next
increment of needed capacity. However, it must be
viewed in its proper context, i.e., as the starting
point for negotiati'ng a cooperative a·greement under
t he p r oposed l egis lation and as a ne cessary first
step in pri vate fi nanci ng and owne rshi p of a l l
future increments of capacity.
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• Contrary to the implications of the draft report, the
terms in the UEA proposal are still under negotiation
and have not been accepted by the Government.
2.

The draft report does not reflect a clear understanding
of the remaining uncertainties in centrifuge technology
or the role that both diffusion and centrifuge technology
play in sequence in moving toward a private competitive
uranium enrichment industry .
• Misunderstandings are reflected ,in the report's:
• Prompt dismissal of diffusion as being, unimportant
in moving toward private involvement, and the jump
to centrifuge as an easier -- rather than more difficult -- solution without private financing and
ownership of a diffusion plant as a first step •
• Conclusion that UEA's choice of diffusion technology
is one valid reason for,rejecting its proposal.
• Repeated reference to centrifuge as the "more
efficient technology" -- without recognizing the
uncertainties associated with it •
• Suggestion that centrifuge ventures should accept
more risk when centrifuge involves greater risks.
• There is general agreement that the next increment of
capacity should utilize diffusion technology. There
is also substantial agreement that succeeding increments
should utilize.centrifuge technology -- but this is not
assured. Substantial economic uncertainties remain and
the diffusion process may still be competitive for future
increments •

. u.s.

centrifuge technology is well ahead of other nations
and a pilot production plant-is scheduled to be completed
in 1976. But, we do not yet know the economics and
reliability, for example, of mass production of the
required large number of centrifuge units, or the
operating, maintenance and replacement costs of such
mass produced units •

• Because of qreater uncertainties, private firms wishing
to use the centrifuge process may need more assistance
and be able to assume less risk -- directly contrary
to the report's conclusions.

,
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A successful private diffuiion venture would -contrary to the draft report -- have a direct
relationship to the success of private centrifuge
ventures. For example, it could demonstrate:
• The end of uncertainty·-- rather than continued
de1ay -- as to whether the Government is serious
about establishing a priva~e competitive industry
and ending its monopoly .
• That private industry can raise capital for building
enrichment plants and establish satisfactory relationships with customers, both domestic and foreign •
• That private industry financing and ownership is
possible while maintaining all necessary controls
and safeguards.

3.

The draft report does not seem to recognize that following
its conclusions may prevent e~er achieving a private competitive uranium enrichment industry in the U.S. The report
indicates support for the objective of a private uranium
enrichment industry but recommends (a) summarily rejecting
the private industry proposal for building a diffusion
plant -- rather than pursuing negotiations toward a
cooperative agreement, (b) building additional Governmentowned capacity, and (c) creating a Government Corporation.
Ending a Government monopoly is extremely difficult at
best. The current need to commit to major new plants
offers an excellent opportunity. The progress that has
been made thus far in moving toward a private competitive
industry -- including the proposals now before ERDA -is the result of (a) the statutory requirement cited
earlier, (b) a strong policy position taken in 1971,
and (c) a vigorous effort by industry to respond to
the Government's ~ctions, and (d) a concerted effort
by the Government to define conditions under which
such involvement can occur with all necessary controls
and safeguards.

'
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• To decide now to build more government-owned capacity
(after a period of many years without constructing
new plants) could not help but cast doubts -- among
potential private industry participants and customers,
domestic and foreign -- about current or future assertions that the Government is serious in its efforts
·to involve industry and end its monopoly.
• Contrary to implications in the report, there is no
strong reason to suggest that it would be easier or
more effective to begin the transition to a competitive
industry with centrifuge technology. Not only would
the same types of Government cooperation and temporary
assurances be required -- and possibly more because
of the larger uncertainties -- but the creation of a
Government corporation at this time would undercut the
whole concept of a private industry in the field.
4.

draft re~ort (a) understates
rivate flrms contem lated in
partlcularly understates the
(c) overstates the potential

the risks to be assumed
the President's pro osal,
rlsk to UEA ln lts proposal,
risk to the Government •

• The report fails to recognize the risk9 that private
firms would have in dealing with multi-billion dollar
projects involving classified technology which has not
yet been proven in a commercial setting. Without
exception, potential entrants in the enriching industry
and representatives of the u.s. financial community
viewed this activity as presenting abnormal business
risk -- according to their testimony before the JCAE
in 1974 hearings.
• The report does not recognize adequately that, under the
President's proposal, Government assurances would last
only for a limited transition period and then te~minate
automatically, leaving the plant owner with many business
risks for at least the 20-25 year period of plant
·
operation.
• The report recommends getting "more equitable sharing of
risks" ·when centrifuge technology is ready, but gives no
clear indication of what, specifically, would constitute
"more equitable sharing of risks 11 or how this goal might
be achieved. There seems no recognition that centrifuge
technology, in the near term, involves more risk than
diffusion technology.

,
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In the case of the UEA proposal, the report (a}
erroneously states or implies in several contexts
that UEA would receive a guaranteed 15% return on
equity, and (b) fails to grasp that, while complete
loss of private equity in the project is perhaps remote,
there is a substantial risk of partial loss of private
equit:y. Thus, the_report gives an erroneous and
distorted view of the UEA proposal. It is particularly
important that the question of risk be completely and
fairly tr~ated since "inadequate risk" is central to
the GAO thesis that the proposal be rejected.
The report implies that there are substantial financial
risks to the Government, e.g., the implication at the
outset that the Government probably would spend $8 billion
to implement its proposed program -- when the plan
virtually assures that this will.not happen.
The report fails to note that even under the most
severe consequences (need-for Government to take over
a project) -- let alone the more likely circumstances,
Government funds would not be at risk. Government funds
would all be recovered, normally from the private
project but, in any case, ·from the sale of uranium
enrichment services.
The argument that risks would be unduly shifted to the
Federal Government overlooks the fact that if the Federal
Government finances and owns additional capacity it
bears all the risks for the entire life of plants.
5.

The draft report does not analyze objectively its strong
recommendation that a Government corporation be created
to provide uranium enrichment services. For example:
The assertion that management by a Government corporation would be "more effective" is not backed up by
reasons -- other than freedom from the budget and
appropriations process which may be undesirable.
The repprt seems to conclude that a Government corporation is somehow substantially different from the
present ERDA-run operation when, in fact, it still
amounts essentially to continuation of a Government
monopoly.

6

• Many disadvantages of a Government corporation -- which
also apply in most cases to the present operations -are not mentioned, including:
• Uranium enrichment is .not an activity that can be
performed well only by the Federal Government. It
is essentially a commercial/industrial activity •
• Uranium enrichment service capacity must expand
rapidly over the next few years and that expansion
could occur in the private sector -- rather than
swell the Federal sector.
Borrowing from th~ Treasury by a Government corporation
as in the case of ERDA building added capacity -- would
add to the total of the national debt and net outlays
would add to the Federal budget deficit •
• As the Nation's reliance _on nuclear power grows, maintaining a Federal monopoly would lead to an unprecedented
degree of Federal control over the Nation's electrical
energy supply and ending that monopoly could become even
more difficult with an entrenched Government corporation •
• The Nation would forego the advantages of private
competition which can provide incentives over the
long run for lower costs, improved efficiences and
technological advancement -- as well as a more diverse
base for utilities to obtain their fuel •
• The argument in the report that UEA may encounter
problems in obtaining long-term debt financing because
of anticipated shortages of capital in the u.s. would
apply equally to borrowing by a Government Corporation •
• The possibility of setting up a Government Corporation
to take over exist~ng plants and finance, build and
operate new capacity -- in time to meet the u.s. needs
for additional capacity is open to serious question.

'
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6.

The discussion of cash flow and Government financing
· is inaccurate and misleading in that it (a) does not
make clear the large budget outlays that would result
over the next fe\v years if the Government builds new
capacit ; {b) incorrectl implies that costs of a
new add-on Government
twould be recou ed in
about 6 years; and (c) confuses revenue
m existin9:
pJants and eventual revenue from a new add-on Government plant •
• Construction of additional Government enriching
facilities would have a significant near term budget
impact. The initial increment of a Government add-on
plant would involve budget outlays in the period of
FY 1976 to FY 1983 of about $1.6 billion (1976 dollars).
A Government-owned plant comparable in size to the
UEA plant would require nearly $2.5 billion (in 1976
dollars) in outlays between FY 1976 and FY 1983 •
• These outlays represent a significant additional
financing requirement from domestic funds, particularly
over the next few years. The UEA proposal submitted
in May and now the subject of negotiations contemplates using significant amounts of foreign capital
but with firm u.s. control of the venture -- thus
minimizing the impact of financing requirements on
domestic capital.markets.
·
.• An add-on plant would not produce enough revenue to
recoup costs until after 1990 rather than in 6 years
as the draft report implies.
• Revenues from existing uranium enriching plants represent a repayment to the Treasury for costs borne by the
taxpayers; These revenues are counted on to offset
the costs of existing plants and other Federal programs
and, .if not available for this purpose, would have to
be replaced by higher taxes or deficits. These
revenues should not be confused with the eventual
revenues from building new Government capacity.

'
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7.

The conclusion that a Government-owned capacity could
be added at a cost of $600 million less than that of
a similar sized privately-owned plant is open to question
and ignores the broader benefits of private financing
and ownership of uranium enrichment plants.
• There undoubtedly would be some savings in building an
add-on Government facility -- through use of common
support facilities and from tying in with an existing
plant's production process.
However, it must be recognized that this·differential
(a) ignores the substantial advantages of moving
toward a private competitive industry, and (b) ignores
the expected potential of drawing on foreign sources
of financing (but with u.s. control) if private
industry is involved. The UEA proposal contemplates
attracting some $2 billion in foreign capital which,
if it can be attained, would result in domestic capital
financing of some $1 billion less than for a
Government plant •
• A number of the benefits of private financing and
ownership are summarized under point 5, above.

8.

While an early decision on the approach to expansion of
U.S. capacity is essential to maintain the credibility
of the U.S. as a reliable supply source, a delay of a year
or more beyond UEA's planned dates for actually having a
plant on the line would not present serious problems •
• The draft report reflects concern about potential
slippage in the date when UEA would have a plant on
line. UEA's proposal contemplates initial production
in 1981 with full production in mid-1983 .
. If the Government were to add on a-"half-size" plant to
an existing plant, initial production would not begin
until 1983, with full production in 1984. If the add-on
plant was equivalent in capacity to that of the UEAproposed plant, initial production would commence in
1983 with full production at the beginning of 1985.

,
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In any case, the cancellations in nuclear power plant
orders and slippages-in plant on-line dates here and
abroad -- combined_.vlith the ability of the u.s.
Government to Ul?e its- stockpile of enriched uranium -would allow flexibility to accommodate some slippage
in the on-line date prop~sed by UEA.
·
Whether or not there would be a _delay is. still a matter
of conjecture. Some believe. UEA could not meet its
proposed schedule; others point out that privatelymanaged construction projects could move more quickly
than those undertaken for the Government.
9.

The criticism of priv~te ventures' plans to obtain
long-term "take-or-pay" contracts for enrichment services,
and implied criticism for not providing the uranium to be
enriched, suggests a lack of understanding of current,
widely-accepted practices.
Long-term "take-or-pay" contracts are now used by
ERDA for enrichment servic.es from Government-owned
plants and foreigr. sources. Also, ERDA contracts
require a substantial customer down payment. Moreover,
firms planning to employ centrifuge technology will
most likely employ long-term "take-or-pay" contracts.
Long-term "take-or-pay'' contracts are common in industry,
particularly between utilities and firms in the coal
industry. Such contracts · are used as security for
obtaining long-term debt financing when large capital
investments are required, as in opening new coal mines.
Uranium feed materials are not conventionally supplied
by any uranium enricher.

10. The criticism of rivate ventures' slowness in si nin
up ore1gn customers suggests a lack o understand1ng of
the impact of the urrce~tainty while Congressional action
is awaited.

The need for Congressional action on the President's
legislative proposal is well recognized by potential
· domestic and foreign customers and investors.
The preference in some quarters for continuing the
Government monopoly through building added capacity by
· ERDA· or a Government Corporation is also well known.
Both factors contribute, quit~ understandably~ to ~he
uncertainty as to U.S. plan~ ana ._.us to some delay _;_n
signing up customers and investors.

'
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11. The report is correct in concluding that the safeguarding
of nuclear materials and protection of classified technology is not an issue in the debate over Government vs.
private ownership of a plant. However, the report should
emphasize that prompt action toward expanding the Nation's
uranium enrichment capacity would be a major contribution
to continued US technological leadership and to nonproliferation objectives.
• The fact that foreign customers were not able for many
months to sign firm long-term contracts with a US source
of uranium enrichment services damaged the credibility
of the Nation as a supplier and has increased pressure in
other nations for development of enrichment technology
and construction of plants.
• There is increasing evidence that other nations are
turning to potential suppliers outside the US, thus
increasing the pressure for construction of more
enrichment plants abroad.

'
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ATTACH!-lliNT
Co~ments

Report Reference
Digest

B

on GAO Report
Comments

Page i, Para. 2

Erroneous implication_ that Government will expend $8 ~illion,
\vhen plan virtually assures that this will not happen.
Horeover, any Government expenditures '"ill be rzcovered by
Government through t~A reimbursemen~ of ·cost of assistance
or in event of takeover from revenues received from Govern~ent
sales of enriching services.

Page ii, next to
last point

Factually incorrect in that Government purchase of UEA
SWU's is not unlimited, rather being specifically limited
as to amount, time and circumstance.

Page i.i, last point Factually incorrect in that UEA access to Governir.ent Si-iU' s
not unlimited, rather being specifically lindted as to
amount, time, and purpose.
Page iii, first
2 lines

Erroneous implication that the Government will reimburs·e
domestic equity in L"'EA in all circumstances if lJEA pl&'"l.t
fails. Depending upon circumstances, UEA domestic equity
could be partially or totally forfeited.

Page iii, Para.l

Factually incorrect in that UEA domestic equity will not
receive an essentially guaranteed return on their investment.
In event of takeover domestic equity may lose part or all
of its investment. Further after the transition period,
UEA will risk losing not only return on equity, but also
the potential of loss of some of its equity if it fails
to produce product to meet commitments to their customers.

Page iii, Para. 2

vlhile probably correct, this statement does not appear to be
relevant to an evaluation of the proposed Nuclear :Fuel
Assurance Act of 1975. Furthermore~ we do net believe that
use of gaseous diffusion technology is appropriate as a reason
for recommended rejection of the UEA proposal since many of
the values produced are independent of the technology
employed and it is generally agreed that the next plant
should use this process. Additionally, it is not at all
clear at this time that plants using gaseous diffusion will
not compete vith gas centrifuge plants for future incr~mP-nts
of capacity.

'
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Report Reference
Digest
Page iii, last three
points under Conclusions

Page ii~, next to last
·. point

Page iv, middle para.

Page

v,

2nd point

Page 7, last sentence,
fi-rst para.

Com...'ilen ts
Factually incorrect in that investors are not
guaranteed a rate of· return. Furthermore, with
the exception of the first conclusion (treated
above) the observations made could apply equally.
't"ell to private efforts employing the centrifuge
process. Conclusions used as a basis for recommending
rejection of the UEA proposal should, in our judgment
be considered in the context of the total proposed
program and the implications of a proposed action .
upon that program. Any "financing uncertainties" are largely the result of the uncertainty over the
present position of the Government and can be expected to be resolved by passage of ·the Nuclear Fuel
Assurance Act. There is no reason for believing that
the UEA plant would be on line any later than a ·
similar sized Government plant. In stlTil we believe
that the basis for GAO conclusions that the UEA
project should be rejected are not relevant.
Factually incorrect in that Government add-on
plant schedules 4.5 million Si~TU in 1983, 9 millior:.
by 1985, about 1 1/2 years behind UE.A proposed
schedule ·for a plant of the same size - so even
a substantial slip in lJEA schedule v10uld not put
it behind the Government schedule. Moreover.
Government operations are also, like private efforts,
vulnerable to interruptions, uncertainties and
delays .
Erroneous implication that private cent·tifuge
enrichers are likely to be willing to assume more
total risk with a less advanced technology when all
evidence points in the contrary direction.
There is no basis for this recomreendation which is
developed in the report; nothing in the report
indicates any basis for concluding that the p=orosed
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequ2te or
undesirable legislation for assisting private
employment of advanced enriching technologies.
Factually incorrect in that a ne~J plant to operc:>te
economically employing (a) gaseous diffusion prt .ess
requires approximately 9 million S\.JU or (b) gas
centrifuge process capacity somelvhere in the r.::.n[;<" of
1 to 3 million, as yet undetermined.

'
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Report Reference

Comments

Page 9, first sentence

Incomplete, thus mi~leading. Text should indicate
that ERDA officials stressed that the process has
not yet been ~etermined to be technically or
economically feasible, thus that production plant
extrapolations at this time are meaningless.

Page 10, second para.

Misleading and incomplete in that no mention is
made of the fact that several years of intensive
work and sizeable commitment of resources have been
made by a substantial number of private firms in
developing their present positions, and, in the
case of the four groups cited, in developing
extensive plans for participation in private
enrichment. Very extensive marketing efforts
have been undertaken, particularly by UEA.

Page 11, last para.

Seriously erroneous implication in that needed
assistance and assurance to private projects is
expected to be on a basis v1hich provides such
support at the expense of the private project,
whereas the context implies that this '~Tould be
at Government expense.

Page 14, last sentence

Hisleading, implies no efforts unden:ay on hedge
·plan; approximately $4,100,000 has been expended
to date on conceptual design of an add-on gaseous
diffusion plant.

Page 17, 5th ·sentence

Erroneous implication that participation will be
55% domestic, 45% foreign. Participation
contemplated is 40% domestic with 55% of voting
right and 60% foreign with 45% voting rights.

Page 22, 2nd sentence
under Access to ERDA
stockpile

Factually incorrect in that 9 million SHU are not
available throughout the 5 year period, but on
a declining basis to zero over the five year period.

·Page 23, 3rd para.
within 3rd sentence

Erroneously implies that the Government would be
required to pay return on equity in the cases noted.
UEA in such cases proposes (Hay 30 letter)
"return of their original investment and additional
compensation, as determined by USG, to reflect

'
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Report Reference

Comments

Page 24, last word at
·end of first para.

Factually incorrect- should read "gross negligence".
This is important because single negligence is cause
for partial loss of equity.

Page 25, last para.

Seriously incomplete and potentially misleading; context
unclear; may depend upon whether UEA or ERDA complete
the project; should be expanded extensively or deleted.

Page 26, last sentence

Factually incorrect - it does not constitute a Govern~£ nt
guarantee of this rate of return - see earlier comment
on page iii of Digest.

Page 27, first para.

Seriously erroneous implication that the $1.4 billion
maximum "takeover" commitment and $1.2 billion SHU
purchase 'coQIDitment (which might be required if 6 million
SWU were purchased) are additive. In any credible
situation SHU purchase would only occur if the plant
were operable by L~A in a production sense, hence
"takeover" had not occurred or i.ould not then occur.
II

Page 28, first para.
within first sentence

Factually incorrect; should read "gross
· willful misconduct."

.

.

neglige~ce

or

Page 28, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Factually incorrect; UEA risks loss of part or all of
domestic equity during transition period, thereafter
risks loss of revenues and loss of return on equity
due to failure to produce product, strikes, etc. ·
Furthermore if the project proceeds satisfactorily
as is implied by the term "essentially riskless" then
there would be no cost "borne by the Government" e:xcept
for any S\W purchased which are, of course, resaleable.

Page 29, 3rd sentence

Erroneous implication that "normal business operations"
(see page 28) associated with businesses performing
services always cover risk of supplying materials being
processed (millers do not supply grains being milled).
The normal business operations of supplying enriching
services does not involve supp~ying the feed material.
Neither ERDA nor foreign enrichers undert ake this risk.
Therefore the implication that u~A is proposing a nove l
system is factually incorrect.

'
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Report Reference

Comments

Page 30a,first sentence

Erroneous implication -that all "normal" operating
risks are hedged - not so - after transition period
UEA has risks of strikes, mismanagement, etc. ,
causing loss of revenue and return on equity through
failure to produce produc , factuaH.y incorrect in
that the Government does not guarantee equity
if plant not completed - UEA may lose all or a portion
of equity during the transition period, thereafter ;t
may lose a portion of equity or return on equity due
to inability to produce product to meet conmrltments.

Page 31, 2nd para.

Erroneously implies that long term take or pay contracts
with cost pass through pricing are abnormal for enriching
serVices industry. This is the practice of ERDA and
may well be the practice of those employing the
centrifuge process.

Page 31, 2nd para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication that industry will not be regulated
should the need arise. Horeover, the relevance of the
point is.questionable if customers have no objection
to 15% return, cost-pass-through, long term take or
pay contracts. Unless customers do subscribe to the
project, it cannot proceed. The industry will be
subject to NRC regulation.

Page 31, last para.
2nd sentence thru
end of para •.

Erroneous implication that advanced technologies do
not offer competition to UEA. They will do so lvith
respect to uncommitted portions of u~A's initial plant
capacity and to any potential future additions of
capacity. The same cornment could apply equally ''ell
to a Government add-on plant.

Page 32a,2nd para.
portion of last line

Factually incorrect; under no circumstances is u~A
guaranteed a 15% return on investment equity in a
takeover situation.

Page 32b, last sentence
first para.

Factually incorrect; in the event of takeover during this
period for reasons other than gross mismanagement, gross ·
negligence, or ldllful misconduct UEA risks losing both
a return on _e quity investment and a portion of its
equity investment. It could be pointed out that
inability of UEA to roll over construc_tion loans at the
end of the construction period could trigger a
Government takeover but would also presumeably p"_rmit
the Governl!:ent to be the m.mer of an op.e rable pla..'"lt.

'
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Comments

Page 32c, first para.
portion of last sentence

Relevance of absence of price regulation is questionable.
In fact, price regulation could operate to remove risk
of competition.
·

Page 33, the word
negligence in the first
and fourth sentence

Factually incorrect and strongly misleading; implies
only risk to equity is in extreme conditions cited
which would be difficult to prove. In fact equity
is at risk~~ 100% in all other situations.
Report fails to recognize extremely important point .
potential for partial loss of equity.
"'

Page 33, first sentence
under first major
heading

Factually incorrect, UEA is not assured of a constant
15% rate of return.

Page 33, first para.
end to last sentence

Page 33, first para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication; "t>Jhile the gaseous diffusion
process could be considered as a chemical process,
the-enriching services industry does not resemble
the chemical industry - no single chemical product or
s.e rvice involves a capital investment of $3.5 billion
and long term pay out - a more nearly comparable
industry in these respects (but not in degree of
. business risk) is the electric utility industry.
The failure to recognize this distinction is a major
flaw.
Seriously erroneous implication that entry into
enrichment industry presents only the normal business
risks - overlooks unusual difficulties in licensing
nuclear activities, possibilities of nuclear
moratoriums in various states and the unprecendented
risk of investing 3.5 billion dollars in a single
venture as yet unproven commercially based on secret
technology. It should be noted that without exception
potential entrants into the enrichment indus try and
the U.S. financial community during hearings before the
JCAE view this activity as presenting abnormal business
risks.

'
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Report Reference
Pa.ge 44-45
Beginning last
sentence page 44

last sentence,
first para.

Comments .

Factually incorrect; should read "ERDA's present policy
is to permit domestic companies who expect to provide
enrichment capacity in the United States to initiate
unclassified discussions with foreign entities within
the confines of the Atomic Energy Act and the requirements
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 110
Rules and Procedures."
Incomplete. Should add statement that "The Government ...
would have to assure that the proposed arrangement
would be beneficial to the U.S." Also should revise
next sentence as follows:
"Any arr2ngereent would be subject to an appropriate
Agreement for Cooperation between the U.S. and the
country or countries of the foreign entity. · The
Government findings as to the acceptability of
such proposals would be judged on the ba sis of:n

Page 46, 2nd and
third sentences

Incomplete.. Should note ERDA estimates of revenues
based on att2inmcnt of proposed legislation permitting
establishment of commercial charge presently estimated
at $76 per SHU.

Page 61, 1st para.
first sentence

Incomplete in that the UEA plant, which may be the last
of its kind, if more advanced processes prove economical
in time, is in fact related to the interests of other
potential entrants. Early action by the Government to
support UEA would enable other private entrants to
secure foreign and domestic custmr.ers by virture of this
demonstration of serious intention of the GOvernment to
rely on private enterprise to supply needed enrichment
capacity.

Page 61, 1st para.
second sentence

Factually incorrect. See earlier conL~ents. in regard
to facts of Ll!:A's risks. Horeover, as to competition,
UEA is already encountering competition from the
centrifuge becaus e severa l large potential customer s
(TVA, Consume rs Po~v er, u.;ro Texas utiliti e s and othe rs)
appear to have pas sed up lillA as a supplier and are
alr eady dealing with potenial centrifuge enrichment
s upplier s.

'
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Report Reference

Page 61, 2nd para.

Incomplete in that borrowing from the Treasury under
Government ownership would swell the total of the national
debt and in such case net outlays would add to the budget
deficit.

Page 61, third para.
first sentence

Erroneous implication that this potential difficulty of
obtaining long term financing is peculiar to UEA and
not equally applicable to other potential entrants.
Moreover, all private industry will experience these
difficulties if more and more new Government agencies
(such as the proposed gove~~ment enrichment corporation
proposed by GAO) are enabled to borrow in the money
markets. The more the public sector of the economy
is expanded, the greater the difficulties which will
be experienced by private firms.

Page 61, third para.
2nd sentence

Erroneous implication that this is an inherent problem
when it probably would be overcome immediately (for
UEA and other private projects) if the Congress passes
the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, thus serving clear
notice of U.S. GOvernment support forprivate entry.

Page

61~

third para.

Factually incorrect;
a guaranteed return.

L~A

investors will not receive

Page 62, first para.
third sentence

Erroneous implication; Government schedule is end of
1983 for 4. 5 million S\VU and the first part of
1985 for 9 million SHU tvhereas if UEA schedule slips
1 1/2 years they will have 9 million s~m by the first
part of 1985. It should be observed that Govern~ent
schedules also might slip

Page 62, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

We would disagree. Separate corporate managem~nt of ·
enrichment facilities, due to time required to obtain
necessary legislation and dispersion of experienced
personnel bet,V'een ERDA and the corporation, might
lvell preclude timely implementation of Government 1 s
hedge plan should such action become necessary.
Moreover, establishment of such a corporatton might
reduce confidence in Government's intentions to
transfer enrichment to the private sector.

'
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Connnents

Page 62, 2nd para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication. It. is not at all clear that a
Government corporat~on \vould be freed from budget
constraints. This would be contrary to the spirit,
if not the letter, of the "Budget Reform Act" of 1974.

Page 63,

Erroneous implication that private centrifuge enrichers
are likely to be willing to assume more total risk
with a less advanced technology when all evidence points~
in a contrary direction.

Page 63, last point

No basis is established in the report for this recorunendation~
i.e., the report does not indicate \llhere the proposed
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate, or an undesirable mechanism, for assisting development of a
competitive urani~~ enrichment industry.

Appendix I
Page 65, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Factually erroneous. The statereent should read:
"The Eurodif consortium, in which France has a 42 percent
interest, Italy 24 percent, Spain 12 percent, Belgium
12 percent, and Iran 10 percent,"

Page 66, first para.
last sentence

Factually incomplete. The follmdng should be inse;.-ted:
"Brazil has recently made an agreement 'vith the federal
Republic of Germany under which Germany will not only
sell power reactors to Brazil but also establish in
Brazil the complete nuclear fuel cycle, including an
enrichment plant using the jet. nozzle technology."

Page 6 7, last
sentence

Incomplete. In lieu of the last sentence, the folloving
could be used: "Zaire has expressed interest in so::J.e. type
of enrichment plant to utilize excess hydropower but so
far no one has come fonvard to finance, build and operate
a plant there.''

'
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Comments on GAO's
Draft t:::Jt on Uranium Enrichment

·Attached for your information ~s a copy of the final
version of the letter that Dr. Seamans sent to the
Comptroller General on October 14.
The final letter incorporates a few changes from the
version that I sent to you on October 13. The substance
. of the letter remains the same.
Attachment
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STI.TES

\'/ASHH·l(<TO:~.

-D.C.

205!.5

OGT 14 1975
The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
The Corr.?troller General
of the Unlted States
washington, n.c~ 20548

.·

Dear Hr. Staats:

'l'hank you for the o;;>portunity to revimT and co:mrnent on your

draft report on the ex!?ansion of· urani 1.."h<t enrichr:-;.ent. capac11:y
in the United States. As indicated in the President's June 26,
1975, message to Congress, this matter is of great importanc:e
to the t:at.ion.
The President's proposal

\·laS

designed to:

Hake clear ir:unediately our National commi tmen·t to
provide the needed increase in u.s. capacity to
produce enriched uraniRm for domestic and foreign
nuclear _pO'i.;er plants •
• Rc·tain U.s. ·leaC.ership as a supplier of services
. . cit"J.'d technology for peaceful uses of nuclear e!lergy.
Assure early creation of a private competitive uraniUJ--n
enrichment industry-- ending the Goverlli~ent ·
monopoly .
• Accomplish the a.bove \'lith little or no cost to
taxpayers and with all necessary controls and
safeguards.
In contrast to the President's proposal, U1e GAO draft report
concludes that (a) EliDA should reject. the proposal received
from the private firm that \vishes to build a gaseous diffus ion
plant, (b) the Govern:!':2nt should build and m-1n the next increment of needed capacity, and (c) that a Governn:ent Corpor2.t.~.on
should be created to ·take over ex~sting and the next ne\·l cc:.p.J.cit:y.

'
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\ve bclieye the most complete, accurate and cbjective
possible analysis and presentation of the problcns, issues,
and alternatives is necess~ry to increase public ~~der. standing of the President's proposal and to provid8 the
basis for early Congressional action on that proposal.
However, as detailed below, the presentation, analysis
and evaluation in your 6raft report is not ·sufficiently
crnnplete, ~ccurate or objective to sustain its conclusions.
\·Je believe the ;report should ·be improved substantially
because it:
• Does not address fully the President's proposal .
. Contains factual inaccuracies or misinterpretations .
• Omits ic:nortant considerations \"Jhich, if taken into
account, -··wol..!ld lead to different conclusions .
. Reflects philosophic preferences (e.g., for a Government Corporation) rather than an objective evaluation
of the r.:any considerations involved.
• Does not emphasiz~ the urgency of a decision on
expanding the Nation's urani t:m enrichment capacity
which is important to our international leadership
in nuclear energy and our non-proliferation .objectives.
Briefly, our major substantive reservations about the report
are suiTLrna.rized belcH. Each· of these points is discussed
further in Attachment A and deJcailed page-by·-page comme!"lts
on the draft report are included in Attachment B .
. The draft report is almost exclusively limited to a
discussion of a proposal (still under negotiation) from
one
industrial arouo.-Uranium· ~~richment Associates -.
....
URi'\, alr.-tost to the exclusion of an evaluation of t:he
·President ''s total program 'l:lhich \vould cover a nU:'Tiber of
coooerative aareements with firms that wish to build
pla~ts using diffusion and centrifuge technology in the
transition to a private competitive industry.

..

• The draft report does not reflect a clear understanding
of the remaining uncertainties in centrifuge technology.
or the role that both technologies can play in sequence
in achieving a private competi tiv~ indu::; ·try.
. The report does not seem to recognize t.hat follQNing its
conclusions may prevent ever achievinq n private co:,1 pcti ti\·e
uranium cnric~nent icdustry -- even though it professes to
support th~t objective.
The report (a) unders tates the ·risks t6 be assumed by
priv.::.tc firms that are con b·n~plated in the Prcsic!~nt's
propo::;al, (b) undcrs t2.. tcs the risks to Ul:~ in its propo=-: ·: 1 ,
und {c) 0VC::rstates th 0 potc!nUal risJ;.._; .~nd cost~; to th~'
GovcrH;,:..::n t.

,

3
~he·report

docs not analyze objectively its strong
reco.mnendation that a. Goverm:1~n t corpor~tion be created
to provide urenium enrichment services -- \·Jhich corporation would have many of the sa..-ue dra\·Jbacks as direct
government financing .

• The discussion of cash flow and Government financing
is inaccrirate and misleading in that it (a) does not
make clear the large budget outlays that would result
over the next few years if the Government b .u ilds ne~:1
capacity; (b) incorrectly iciplies that costs of a new
add-on Government plant would be recouped in about
6 ~ears; ·and (c) confuses revenue from existing plants
and eventual revenue from a new add-on Government
plant. The revenue from existing plants is largely
a repayment for past and current costs to taxpayers
for building and oper~ting these plants.
The statement that Governrnent·-m·med capacity could
be added at a cost significantly less than that of
a similar sized privately-own2d . plant ignores the
broader benefits of private financing and ownership
of uranium enrich:nent. plants including the possibility
of attracting some $2 billion in foreign capital for
the UEA plant.
While an early decision on the approach to expansion
of U.S. capacity is essential t.o rnain'cain the credibility
of the u.s. and a reliable supply source, a delay of one
year or two -- beyond the UEA planried date for having a
plant on line -- \vould not present serious problems.
Furthermore, although a half-sized, Government-owned
. add-on plant co~ld be completed by the beginning of
1984, a plant equivalent in capacity to the proposed
UEA plant could not bG brought on line until at least
18 months after the presently scheduled date for UEA
plant compeletion (mid-1983) .
• The criticism in the draft report of private ventures'
plans to obtain long-t~rm "take-or~pay" contracts for
enrichment services, and implied criticism of not providing
the uranium Hhicl=t is to be enriched, suggests that Gl\0
may not recognize current, widely accepted practices.
"Take-or-pay .. contracts are no\'! used by ERDA in· selling
services from existing plants and are often used in
industry.-- f or example by ritilitics in purchasins coal .
. The cri ticis!n of private · ventures' slm·mess in sigHing
up f orei9n custom~rs suggests a lack of underst<.tn-:1.:i nq
of· t.hc iii~p.:tct oZ the u:nccrtu ir:ty \·:hil~ Congrcssi o n .:<L a.cUon is c:-.v:zdted , und the r:o~d.·U. \·.::! effect Lhat ~..=1rly
Co:..1g:c•~ssional

.-1.pp!~nval \·:oulc.t i 1<n•e.

'
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. The report 1s correct in concluding that the safeguardi~q
of nuclear materials and protection of clussified techno~ogy
is not an issue in the debate over Government vs. private
m·mership of a plv."nt. Ho '.-l·~ver, vie believe the report
should emphasize ·that pro::npt ~ction tm·mrd e;:pandi:Jg the
Nation 1 s uraniurn enrichment cap:tcity "i·lculd be a major
co~tribution to continued U.S. technological leadership
and to non-proliferation objectives.
We urge strongly that the Gener~l Accounting Office proceed
prompt.ly 1.1i th the correction and com::;>letion of its report so
that i t vill not contribute further to delay in Congressional
action on the President 1 s proposal. We believe i t is essential
that a National decision on the means for expanding U.S. capac~ty
to enrich uranil!..TU be reached witi.10Ut further delay.
\•le are prepared to cooperate fully in pr.ovid~ng any addi·tiona.l
.information and assistance that you might need in completing
your report.
Sinc~rely,

(s J
Robert c. Seamans, Jr.
Administrator
r
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DETAILED

DISCDSSIO~~ OF PHOBLEHS SUlE·l.!\RIZED
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exclusion of an evaluation of ~he Pra3i1ent' s t otal
proposal. ~hus, it doss not address t&e main issue
whic:1 is ti1e appropriateness and adequacy of the
Presidzn~'s plan •
• The President's legislative proposal provides
the basis for negotiating COO?erative agreements '\·lith a nuroj)er o£ private firr:;s that
propose to finance, build, own, and operate
uranium enrichment plants -- both diffu~ion
and centrifuge -- so that the. ·Nation may move
· toHard a private competitive industry. ·
• The context for this . proposal is important:
• The Ato:-nic Energy Act requires that "The
developmen·t, use and control of atomic
energy shall be directed so as to • • •
strengthen free competition in private
enterprise."
• A progr~m '\vas undertaken to provide industry

with access to enrichment technology so that
firms could decide. \·lhether t:o enter the
field a
• One firm, Uranium Enrichm2nt Associates (UEA),
has proposed to build a plant utilizing the
proven gaseous diffusion process to satisfy
the need for the next increnent of capacity.
Three firms have r.ow proposed plants using
centrifuge technology for succeeding increments.

'

The draft report focuses narrm-;ly on the proposal
submitted by UEA. This proposal is important because it is ·the o~1ly one ·that deals ~.vi th the nc~:t
increment of needed capacity . However, it nmst ~e
vimvcd in its prop2r cont.8::t , i.e., as the sturt.ing
point for ncgotir:\·tL1g a coo .x~ ra·ti ve c.~rrQen!ent u:r:dcr
the proposed le~~islr:ttion O.ild as a!l j !i~:_)O.Ctmli.~ first
•
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2.

to the implications of the draft report, th8
the UEA proposal arc still under negotiation
not been accepted by the Government. Work is
on the"draft of a definitive contract . .

The draft reoort does not reflect a clear underst2ndinq
of ti.1e remaininq "linc<::rtainti.es in cei1tri£uge tecl1r::oJ. . ogy
Orthe role tha·t b.ot~Y diff,_;_sion and centri£us-e t:-e:~ in~:i_~~~·--'[
play in sequence in moving- tc:- ~1 ard a private cOirpeti ti ve
uraniUJ."11 enrichment industrv.
IIisunderstandings are reflected in the report's:
Prompt dismissal of diffrision as being unimportant
in moving tmmrd private involvement, and the ju.-np
to centrifuge as an easier -- rather thap more difficult-- solution without private.financing and
ownership of a diffQsion plant as a first step .
.

Conclu~ion

is one

that UEA's choice of diffusion technology
for rej~cting i£s proposa~ .

vali~ r~ason

• Repeated re£.erence to centrifuge as the "more ·
efficient technology" -- ~..;it:hout recognizing the
uncertainties associated with i t •.
. Suggestion that centrifuge . ventures should accept
more risk when centrifuge·i~volves g~eater risks .
• ·There is general agreement that the next iricrement of
capacity should ptilize diffusion technology. There
is also substantial agreement that succeeding increments
should utilize centrifuge technology --· but this is not
assured. Substantial ecoriomic uncertainties remain and
the diffusion process may s·till be competitive for future
increments .
. U.S . centrifuge technology is w~ll ahead of other nations
and a pilot production plant is scheduled to be - comple~ed
in 1976. But, we do not yet know the economics and
reliability, for example, of mass production of the
required large number of cientrifuge units, or the
operating, rnainten~nce and ~eplaccment costs of such
mass produced units .
. Because of gr e ater uncertainties, private-firms wishi~g
to use the centrifuge process may need more assista~ce
and b2 able to assume less risk
directly contrary
to the report's conclusions.

'

..
3 .

A·successful private diffusion venture would-contrary to th~ draft report -- have a direct
relationship to the success of private centrifuge
ventures.· For example, i t could demonstrate:
. The .end of uncertainty -- rather than continued
delay -- as t-o ,.,h:=ther the Government is serious
about establishing a private competitive ·industry
and ending i·ts monopoly. ·
That private industry can raise capital for building
enrichment plants and establish satisfactory relationships with customers, both domestic and foreign.
That private industry financing and ownership is
possible while naintaining all necessary controls
and safeguards.
3.

The draft reoort does not seem to · recognize that follmlinq
its conclusions ~ay prevent ever achieving a privute co~oeti
ti ve uranilli"l1 en::: i:::::.. .,.:nt indus ·try in the U.S. 'i'he repor ·t - indicates support for the objective of a private uraniu.:'ll
enr.{chlr.ent industry but recommends (a) SU.'1unarily rejecting
the private industry proposal for building a diffusion
~lant -- rather· than pursuing negotiations toward a
cooperative agreenent, (b) building additional Governmentowned capa~ity, and (c) creating a Government Corporation.
Ending a Govern~ent monopoly is extremely :difficult at
best. The current need to cornmi t to major new plants
offers an excellent opportunity. •.che progress that has
been made thus far in moving toward a private competitive
industry -- including the prQposals now before ERDA -is the result of (a) the statutory requirement cited
earlier, (b) a strong policy position taken in 1971,_
and (c) a vigorous effort by industry to respond to
the Government's actions, and ·(d) a concerted effort
by the Government to define conditions under 'vhich
such involvement can occur with all necessary controls
and safeguards.

'
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To decide nO'd to build more government-owned capaci·;:y
(after a period of many years without construc·ting
new plants) could not help but cast doubts -- among
potential private industry participants and custoxers,
domesti9 and foreign -- about cu.rrent or future ?.ssertions that the Government is serious in its efforts
. to invol~e industry and end its monopoly.
Contrary to implications 1n the -report, there is no
strong reason to suggest th~t it would be easier or
more effective to begin the transition to a competitive
inc1ust~y \vi·th centrifuge technology.
Not only \·lould
the same types of Government cooperati01~ and teErrpo:;:u.ry
assurauces be required -- and possibly more bec~us0
of the larger uncertainties -- but the creation of a
Government corporation at this time would undercut the
\'lhole concept o£ a private industry in the field.

4.

The draft re?ort (a) understdtes the risks to be assuned
by private fir~s co:~~a?lated in ~he Presidont's nro~o3al,
(b) particular:~ ~~i2~states the ris}: to u:c.:A in 1. ~...:s -;:r~o~::-'~2.1,
and (c) oversta~es t~e potential ris l~ to t.ne Gov2j~n1:~el1 t.
The report fails to recognize ·the risks that privc:.te
firms would have in dealing with multi-billion dollar
projects involving classified technology ,..,hich h2.s not
yet been proven in a cor:u.-nercial set·ting. Without
exception, potential entrants in the enriching industry
and representati\·cs of the lJ.S. financial con"'nuniJcy
vie\ved this activity as presenting abnormal business
risk -~ according to their testimony before the JCAE
in 1974 hearings •
• The report does not recognize adequately that, under the
President's proposal, Government assurances would l~st
only for a limited transition period and then terminate
automatically, leaving the plant owner with m3ny busin2ss
risks for at least the 20-25 year period of plant
operation.
• The report. recormnends getting "more equitable sharing of
ris}~s" \vhen centrifuge technology is ready, but q:Lves no
clear indication of \·.~hat, specifically, \·muld C0 >1S ~it;.~te
"more equitable sharing of risks" or ho;·J this · go:; l !ili<;~1t
be achieved. There see1~1s no recogni tiol1 th.::.t C2:lt.!..· ifl.~SC-!
technology, in the ncar term, involves norc ri::;!: t:h.:m
diffusion technology.

'
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In the case of the UEA proposal, the report (a)
erroneously states or implies in sev6ral cont~xts
that UEA would receive a guaranteed 15% return on
equity, and (b) fails to grasp that, while complete
loss of private equity in the project is perhaps re11:ote,
there is a substantial risk of partial loss of private
equity. Thus, the report gives an erroneous and
distorted view of the UEA proposal. It is particularly
important that the questi6n of risk be completely and
fairly treated since "inadequa·te risk" is central to
the GAO ·thesis that the . proposal b2 rejected.
The report implies that there are substantial financial
risks to the Government, e.g., the implication at the
outset that the Government probably vlOnld spend $8 billion
to implement its proposed program -- \vhen the plan
virtually assures that this will not happen.
The report fails·to note that even under the most
·severe consequences (need for Government to take over
a project) -- let alone the more likely circurnstan.8es,
Government funds would not be at risk. Government funds
would ail be recovered, normally from the private
project but, in any case, from the sale of uraniwn
enrichment services.
· The argument that risks \vould be unquly shifted to the
Federal Govern:;nent overlooks the fact that if the Federal
· Government finances and owns addition~! capacity it
· bears all the risks for the entire life of plants.
5.

The draft report does not analyze objectively its strong
recmmnendation that a Government corpora'cion be created
to provide urani.um enrichment services. For exa1-np.le:
The assertion that management by. a Governmen·t corporation \·Jould be "more effective,. is not backed up by
reasons -- other than freedom from the budget and
appropriations process which may b~ undesirable.
The report seems to conclud~ that a Government corporation is somehow substantially different fro~ the
present ERDA-run operation when, in fact, i t still
amouhts essentially to continuation of a 6overnmen~
monopoly.
:

'
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Many disadvantages of a Government corporation
which
also apply in rr.Qst cases to the presen·t op~rations -·are not mentioned~ including:
• Urani.um enrichment is not an activi~cy that car! be
performed ~..,ell only by the Federal Governr,1ent.
It
is essentially a cof:l.mer.cial/industrial activi·i:y .
• Uranium enrich~ent service capacity must expand
rapidly over the next fe;.1 years and that expa:1sion
could occur in the private sector -- rather than
swell the Federal sector.
- Borrowing from the Treasury by a Government co~poration
as in ·the case of ERDA building added capacit.:; -- \•iOuld
. add to the total of the national debt: and ne·t outlays .
would add to the Federal budget deficit •
• As the Natio:~.' s reliance on·. nuclear poHer gro·.. m, maintaining a FeC:erc..l monopoly 1·70~ld lead to an un?reced:mted
degree of Federal control over the Nation's electrical
energy supply Cl:::-ld ending that monopoly could become e-..~en
mar~ difficult with an entrenched Government corporation.
The Nation would forego the advantages of pri¥ate
competition \•ihich can prov.ide incentives over the
long run for lower costs, improved efficiences and
- technological advancer.1.ent -- as well as a more diverse
base for utilities to obtain their fuel.
• The argument in the report that UEA may encounter
·problems in obtaining long-term debt financing because
of anticipated shortag.e s of capital in the U.S. would
apply equally to borrowing by a Government Corporation.
• The possibility of setting up a Go~ernment Corporation
to take over existing plants and finance, build and
operate ne·..., capacity -- in time to meet the U.S. needs
for additional capacity is open to seiious question.

'

'
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6.

Govern~~~ nt fin.::J.nci!lq
is inaccura·tc and misl c ctdi"i:tg 1n that it (a) does n·c.-;J~
make clear t~e larg6 b~dget outl~ys that would resu:t
over the nex·tf.e':J Yc~c:trs ii the Governnent.. builds ne•.-1
capacitv; (b) incorre?tl? ir,:!"'lies thc:.t costs oi ~ne\'1 add-on Gov-2rnserit 9lant ·.·iOuld be recouped in
about 6 years~ and (c) confuses revenue from existinq
plani:.sana-evcn"cua.l revenue fro1n a . ne~·' c::.C.J.-on Go-vcG":-.1.:.:ment plant ..

'l'he discussion of cash flm·.r and

. Construction of additional Government enriching
facilities would have a significant near term budget
impact. The initial increment of a Government add-on
plant Mould involve budget outlays in the period of
FY 1976 to FY 1933 of about $1.6 billion (1976 dollars).
A Government-o~ned plant co~parable in size to the
UEA plant would require nearly $2.5 billion (in 1976
dollars) in outlays bet\.,;een :E'Y 1976 and FY 1933 .
. These outlays could represent a significant additional
financing resuire~ent from domestic funds, pQrticularly
over the next few years. The UEA proposal submitted
in May and now the subject of negotiations contemplates using significant amounts of foreign capi ·t al
but uith firn u.s. control of the venture -- thus
minimizing the im?act of financing requirements on
domestic capital markets.
• An add-on plant would not produce enough revenue to
recoup costs until after 1990. rather than in 6 years
as . the draft report implies-~
Revenues.from existing uranium enrlcnlng plants largely
represent· a repayment for costs borne by the taxpayers.
These revenues are counted on to offset the costs of
existing plants and other Federal programs and, if not
available for this purpose, would have to be replac~d
by higher taxes or deficits. These revenues should
not be confused with the eventual revenues from building
new Government capacity.
·

,
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7.

'l'h2' statement that Governi:"; ~n 4:-0'· ;v.:::d C<-lPo.cit:y c:e>uld
~u.dd-.:!d. at a cost sic_;nifi.c .:~~;:ly lc::>:~l:tum th~tt. of

a sir:d.-iar size6 privutely-o",·m:;c.i. plant ignores the

broader benefits o£ private financing and ownersn1p
of urc:nii.c;1. en•:ici:L.-:;ent plan i:.s.
. There undoubtedly would be some savings in building an
add-on -Government facility-- through use of cor~non
support ;facilities and fro.:n tying in Hi th an existing
plant's production process; but a construction cost
differential is unlikely to be as grea·t as GAO's
estimate of $600 million.
However, it r::ust be recognized that this differential
(a) i~nores the substantial advantages of moving
toward a private co~petitive industry, and (b) ignores
the greater potential of drawing on foreign sources
of financing (but with U.S. control) if private
industry is involved. The UEA proposal contemplates
attracting so~~ $2 billion in foreign capital which,
if i t can·be attained, would .result in domestic capital
financing of some $1 billion less than for a
Government pla~t .
• A number of the benefits of private financing and
mvners~1ip are st:.-rlffiarized under point 5, above.
8.

While an earlv decision on the approach to expansion of
U.S. cap~ci ·ty is essential ·to ~ilirl:ain the credibi:t i ty
of the U.S. as a reli~ble su~?lY source, a delay of a v e a~
or two beyond u~A's.planned tiat~s for actually having a
plant on the liLe would not present serious problems.
The draft .report reflects concern about potential
slippage in the date when UEA would have a plant on
line. UEA's proposal conteffiplates initial production
in 1981 with full production in mid-1983 .
. If tha Government '.·.rere to add on a "half-size" plant to
an existing plant, initial production would not beg{n
until 1983, with full production at the beginning oi
- 1984. If the add-on plant was' equivalent in capacity
to that of the UEA-propos e d plant, initial production
vmuld co~nmence in 1983 -..-:itn full production at th8
beginni~g of 1985.

'

.
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In Any case,· the cancellations in nuclear power plant
orders and slippages · in plant on-line dates h~ro and
abroad-- combined v1ith the ability of the U.S.
Government to use its stockpile of enriched ura:1ium -would allow flexibility to accorrmodate some slippage
in the on-line date proposed by UEA.
Whether or not there would be a delay is still a ma~ter
of conjecture. Some belie~e UEA c6uld not .meet its
proposed schedule; others point out that privatelymanaged construction projects_could move more quickly
than those undertaken for the Government.

9.

The criticism of nrivate ventures• plaP-s to obtain
long·-term "ta~e-cr- ·. .nv 11 cont :·:~l.cts for enrichl:-;ent:. serv5.ccs,
and implied _c~i tici ::: L, ~ for no': -~idinq the urc:u_?i l:;.m '..:o be
enriched, suggests a lack of understan~ing of current,
widely-~ccepteU practices.

.

.

Long-term "take_-or-pay" contracts are nm·1 used by
:t:RDA for enricl'!m2nt services from Go,!ernment-m·:ned
plants and foreign sources. Also, ERDA contracts
require a su:!:Jstantial custom·er dmvn paymen·t. Uoreover,
firms planning to employ centrifuge technology '·l ill
most likely e.r.;ploy long-term "take-or-pay" contracts.
Long-term "take-or-pay" co!1tracts are COlll;uon in industry,
particularly beb.veen utili ties and firms in th2 coal
industry. S-..;.ch contracts are used as securi·ty for
obtaining long-term debt financing when l~rge capital
investments are required, as in opening new coal mines.
Uranium feed ~aterials are not conventionally supplied
by any uranit.::..-u enricher.

10. The criticism of private ventures' slowness in si0ning

up foreiqn custm·.•ers sugc~ests a lack of unQerst.:mc! i.ncr-o£

the impact o£ the . uncertaint:.'.:' ':Tnile Congressional action
is m·mi ted.
The need ' for Congressional action on the-President's
legislative proposal is ~ell~ecognized by potential
domestic and foreign customers and investors.
The preference in so1ne quarters for continuing t:le
Government monopoly through building added capa~ity ~y
ERDA or a Government Corporation is also 'Nell k_noun.
Both factors contribute, quite unde.t?s t:andably, to th~.
uncertainty C\S to U.S. pJ :~ns and thu~:: to s,)n;2 dc:l c;..y in
signin0 up cu~:.;to!llers and .i.n\•cstors.

'

10.
11. The report is correct in concluding that the safecn:arc'!i..nq
(:)"£11\iciec::r ma tcrials u.nd prot0ction of c.lassi fi~d tc"""2.;:lO:t·- no._
. . _ c:.n ~ --:- SU~:..a _n
i
·t;...;;
~r:,rl+ov•
,...,. , .,- <:o._nc.
··- ·
·~- c,;:.rJa_e
cr Go·-,
v(-:. •.•••..
_.,.":>.
o gy J....,
private o;·;ner :~:_~i_P of a plant. HO\•lever, ti.1e r~p:::> r t should
er:nohasize tha·::. c:;:-omJ?t action tc;·.ra:cd exp~ndinq the : J.iti07'l 1 s
uraniu..-:1 enricn:-:t-e.:-1-t. capacit~'{ viould oG a major contribt!tio:L
to cc~~inued US technoloaical leadershiP an~ to non~ilteration objectives.
;o!

;

..

The fact that foreign customers v1ere not able for many
months to · sign firm long-term cont..r-acts Hi th a us source
of uranium enrich..l1ent serv~ces damaged the credibility
of the Nation as a supplier and has increased pressure in
other nations fo~ develop~ent of enrichr:,ent technology
and construction of plants .
• There is increasing ev.idence that other nations are
turning to po~ential suppliers outside the US, thus·
in6reasirig the p~essure for construction of more
enrichment pl~nts abroad.

\
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ATTACIG-2NT B

COH~1ENTS

ON DRl'.FT Gl,O REPORT 0~~ URA...'Hlr.-f E~miCHNENT

Report Reference
Digest

Comments

Page i, Para. 2

Erroneous implication that Government l-Till expend $8
billion, when plan virtually assures that this will not
happen. }~oreover, any Government expenditures will be
recovered by Government through reimbursement of cost
of assistance or, in event of takeover, fro:n revenues
received from Government sales of enriching services.

Page 11t next to
last point

Factually incorrect in that Government purchase of UEA
SHU's will not be unlimited, rather specifically liBite.:i
as to acount, time and circumstance.

Page ii, last
point

Factually incorrect in that U~\ access to Government
SHU's \;ill not be unlimited, rather specifically limited
as to aoount, time, and purpose.

Page iii, first
2 lines

Erroneous iraplication that the Government vrill reir::burse
domestic e~uity in UEA in all circumstances if uEA
project fails. Depending upon circumstances, U~~
domestic equity could be totally or partially forfeited

Page iii, Para. 1

Factually incorrect in that UEA domestic equity will not
receive an essentially guaranteed return on their investment. In event of takeover domestic equity cay lose
part or all of its investnent. Further after the
transition ·period, UEA '"ill risk losing return on
equity if it fails to produce product to meet corr~it
ments to its customers.

Page iii, Para. 2

~~ile

probably correct, this statement does not appear
to be relevant to an evaluation of the proposed ~uclear
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975. Furthermore, \-le do not
believe that use of gaseous diffusion technology is
appropriate as a reason for reco~~ended rejection of . the
UEA proposal since many of the values of private
enrichment are independent of the technology enployed.
It is generally agreed that the next plant shottld use
this process. Additionally, it is not at all clear at
this time th3t plants using gaseous diffusion ~ill not
compete \·lith gas centrifuge plants for future incre~ents
of capacity.

'
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Report Reference
Digest
Page iii, last three
points under
Conclusions

Comments
Factually incorrect in that investors are not
guaranteed a rate of return.
Furthermore, with
the.exception of the first conclusion (treated
above) the observations made could apply equally
well to priv3te efforts employing the centrifuge
process. .Any "financing uncertainties" are largely
the result of the uncert3inty over the present
position of the Government and can be eA~ected to
be resolved by passage of the Nuclear Fuel Assurance~
Act . There is no reason for believing that the t;EA
·. plant would be on line any later th~n a si~ilar
sized Government plant.

Page iii, next to
last point

Factually incorrect in that Government add-on
plant schedules 4.5 .nillion SIVU in 1983, 9 million
by 1985, about 1 1/2 years behind UEA proposed
schedule for a plant of the same size--so even a
su~stantial slip in'ucA schedule ~auld not put 'it
behind the Government schedule. Horeover, Governr:ent
operations. are also, like private efforts~ vulnerable
to interruptions·, uncertainties and delays.

Page iv, middle para.

Erroneous implication that private centrifuge
enrichers are likely to be willing to assu2e more
total risk l-:ith a less advanced technology when all
evid.ence points in the contrary direction.

Page v, 2nd point

There is no basis developed in the report for this
recowmendation;.nothing in the report indicates any
reason for concluding that the proposed Nuclear ·
Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate or
undesirable legislation for assisting private
employment of advanced· enriching technologies.

l-1ain Text
Page 7, last sentence,
first para.

Factually incorrect in that a ne\v- plant to operate
economically employing the gaseous diffusion process
requires approximately 9 nillion SHli and the gas
centrifuge process capacity probab;l.y somet.;ohere in
the range of 2 to 3 million S\W, as yet und~terniried.

~
•.
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Report Reference

Cornments

Page 9, first sentence

Incomplete, thus niisleading. Text should indicate
that . EP~A officials stressed that the process has
not yet bean determined to be technically or
economically feasible, thus that production plant
extrapolations at this time are meanin3less.

Page 10, second para.

Misleading ~~d incomplete in that no mention is
oade of the fact that several years of intensive
work and sizeable commitment of resources have been
made by a su~stantial number of private fires in
developing their present positions, ~~d, in the
case of the four groups cited, in developing
extensive plans for participation in private
enrich6ent. Very extensive narketing efforts
have been under~aken, particularly by UEA.

Page 11, last para.

Seriously erroneous implication in that needed
assistance and assurance to private projects is
expected to be on a basis which provides such
support at the expense of the orivata nroject,
whereas the · context implies that this \Wu1d be
at Government expense.

Page 14, last sentence

Hisleading, implies no efforts unden.;ay on hedge
plan; approximately $4,100,000 ~as been expended
to- date on conceptual design of an add--on gaseous
' diffusion pla~t.

Page 17, 5th sentence

Erroneous implication that participation ~vill be
55% domestic, 45% foreign. Participation
contemplated is 40% domestic with 55% of voting
right and 60/; foreign with 45% voting rights.

Page 22, 2nd sentence
under Access to ERDA
stockpile

Factually .incorrect in that 9 million s~ro are not
available throughout the 5 year period, but on
a declining basis to zero over the five year period.

Page 23, 3rd para.
within 3rd sentence

Erroneously i~plies that the Govern~ent would be
required to pay return on. equity in the cases noted.
UEA in such cases proposes (Hay 30 letter)
"return of their original investment .:lnd additional
compensation, as deternined by USC, to reflect the
results achieved to the date of transfer.,
(Underlining added.)

<TO~
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- 4 Report Reference

Cor.:ments

Page 24, last word at
end of first para.

Factually incorrect- should read "gross negligence".
This is i~portant because simple negligence is cause
for partial loss of equity.

Page 25, last para.

Seriously incomp~ete and potentially misleading; context
uncleer; may depend upon whether UEA or ERDA co=plete
the project; should be expanded extensively or deleted.

Page _26, last sentence

Factually incorrect - it does not constitute a Govern~nt
guarantee of this rate of retu~ - see earlier co==ent
on page iii of Digest.

Page 27, first para.

Seriously erroneous implication that the $1.4 billion
"takeover" commitment and $1.2 billion SHU ·
purchase commitment (which might be required if 6 million
SKU were purchased) . are additive. In any credible
sitt:ation SHU purchase would only occur if the plant
were operable by L~A in a production sense, hence
"takeover" had not occurred or l·:ould not . then occur.
maxi~un

Page 28, first para.
within first sentence

Factually incorrect; should read "gross negligence or
willful misconduct."

Page 28, 2nd·para.
2nd sentence

Factually incorrect; UEA risks loss of part or all of
do~estic equity during tra~siticn period, thereafter
risks loss of return on 'equity due to failure to
produce product. Furthermore if the project proce~ds
satisfactorily as is implied by the term "essentially
riskless" then there would be no cost "borne by the
Government" except for any S\~11 purchases l.-hich are,
of course, resaleable.

Page 29, 3rd sentence

Erroneous implication that . 11normal business operationsn
(see page 28) associated with businesses performing
services ahmys cover risk of supplying materials being
processed (millers do not supp~y grains being milled).
The normal busiriess operations of supplying enriching
services does not involve supp);ying the feed r:1atcrial.
Neithe;r ERDA nor foreign enrichers undertake this risk.
Therefore the implication that UEA is proposing .., novel
system is factually incorrect.

'
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Co:nments

Page 30a,first sentence

Erroneous implication that all "normal" operating
risks are hedged - not so - after transition period
UEA has risks of loss of return on equity through
failure to proquce product; factually incorrect in
that the Governsent does not guarantee equity if the
plant is not completed - UEA may lose all or a portion
of equity during the transition period, thereafter it
may lose return on equity due to inability to produce
product to ~eet co~~~itments during an exposure period
of 20-25 years.

Page 31, 2nd para.

Erroneously implies that long term take or pay contracts
-with cost pass through p-ricing are abnonaal for enriching
services industry. This is the practice of ERDA and
may well be the p~actice of those employing the
centrifuge process.

Page 31, 2nd para.
last sentence

Erroneous implication that industry will not be regulated
should the need arise. ~ioreover, the relevance of the
point is questionable if customers ha\·e no objectio:1
to 15% return, cost-pass-through, long term take or
pay contracts. Unless cus ton:.ers do subscribe to the
project, it c~~not proceed. The industry will be
subject to NRC regulat.ion.

Page 31, last para.
2nd sentence thru
end of para.

Erroneous implication that advanced technologies do
not offer competition to u.S.\ . They l-lill do so with
respect to uncommitted portions of UEA's ·initial plant
capacity and to any potential future additions of
capacity. The same aoll'.r.:ent could apply equally t.;ell
to a Government add-on plant.

Page 32a, 2nd para.
portion of last line

Factually incorrect; under no circumstances is u~A
guaranteed a 15% return on investrr:ent equity in a
takeover situation.

Page 32b, last sentence
first para.

·Factually incorrect; in the event of takeover during this
period for reasons other than gross mismanager.1ent, gross
negligence, or ;.;illful misconduct UEA risks losing bot:h
a return on equity investrrcnt and a portion of its
equity invest6en t. It could be pointed out that
inability of UEA to roll over construction lo.::.1s. at the
end of the construction period could trigger a
Governr.:ent tateover but Kould also pn~sume:aoly perr.it
the Governr:;e nt to be the· m-mer of ·c:n operable pla:.1t a t
a coGt (considering foreif:n ir..vcstme.n t.) . substantia lly
less than th e Govern~c nt wo uld incur in construction
of its o;.;n pl.:! t~t.

'
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Comments

.Page 32c, first para.
portion of last
sentence

Relevance of absence of price regulation is
questionable. In fact, price regulation could
operate to remove risk of competition.

Page 33, the \Wrd
negligence in the
first and fourth
sentence

Factually incorr:ect (should read "gross negligence")
and strongly misleading; implies only risk to equity
is in extreme conditions cited \·rhich would be
"difficult to prove." In fact equity is at risk in
many other situations. Report fails to recognize
extremely important point of potential for partial
loss of equity.

Page 33, first
sentence under
first.major heading

Factually incorrect, UEA is not assured of a constant
15% rate of return

Page 33, first para.
end to last
sentence

Erroneous implicatifrn; while the gaseous diffusion
process could be considered as a chemical process,
the enriching services industry does not resemble
the chemical industry - no single chemical product
or service involves a capital investment of $3.5
billion and long term pay out - a ~ore nearly
comparable industry in these respects (but not in
degree of business !isk) is the electric utility
industry.

33, first para.
last sentence

Seriously erroneous implication that entry into
enrichment industry presents only the normal
business risks - overlooks unusual difficulties in
licensing nuclear activities, possibilities of
nuclear moratoriums in various states and the
tm.precedented risk of investing $3.5 billion in
a single venture as yet unproven commercially based
on secret technology, It should be noted that
without exception, potential entrants into the
enrichment industry and representatives of the U.S.
financial community during 1974 hearings before
the JCAE viewed this activity as presenting
abnormal business risks.

~age

'
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Page 44-45
Beginning last
sentence page 44

last sentence,
first para.

Comments
Factually incorrect; should read "ERDA's present
policy is to peroit domestic companies u'ho expect
to· provide enrichment capacity in the United States
to initiate unclassified disctossions vith foreign
entities tdthin the confi;:c:s of the Ato:nic · Energy
Act and the require~ents of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Part 110 Rules and Procedures."
Incomplete. Should add staten:ent that "The Government
would have to assure that the proposed arrange~ent
\Wuld be beneficial to the U.S. 11 Also should revise"
last sentence as follows:
"Any arrangement w·ould be subject to an
approp.riate Agreenent for Cooperation bet\ve.en
the U.S. and the country or countries of the
. foreign entity.. The Government findings as
to the acceptability of such proposals would
be judged on the basis of:"

Page 46, first para.

Seriously erroneous and misleading implication that
cost benefit cited is due to Government construction
of ''next incre~ent :of enr·ichn:cnt capacity" whereas
figures cited are due to the existing Government plants
and assumes ERDA estimates of revenues based on attainment of proposed legislation permitting·establishnent
of comreercial charge, presently estimated at $76 per
SHU •.

Page 61, 1st para.
first sentence

Fa_c tually incorrect in that the UEA plant, "t-ihich· may
be the last of its kind, if more advanced processes
prove economical in time,~s in fact related to · the
interests of other potential entrants. Early action
by the Government to suppo,rt UEA would enable other
private entrants to se·cure foreign and domestic
customers by virtue of this dereonstration of serious
intention of the Government to rely .on private
enterprise to supply needed enrichment capacity.

Page 61, 1st para.
second sentence

Factually incorrect. See earlier comments in regard
to facts of UEA's risks. t-~oreoever, as to cor.1.petition,
UEA is already encountering co;::petition from the
centrifuge because several· large potential custom2~s
(TVA, Consumers Pm-.'er, t\·70 Texas utilities and others)
appear to have pBssed up UEA as a supplier and are
already dealing with potentia l centrifuge cnrichcent
suppliers.

'
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Cow.men t s

Page 61, 2nd para.

Incomplete in that borro-vTing from the Treasury under
Government mmership Hould s-;;,' ell the total of the
national debt and, in such case, net outlays would add
to the budget de!icit.

Page 61, third para.
first sentence

Erroneous implication that this potential difficulty of
obtaining long term financing is peculiar to UEA and
not equally applicable to other potential entrants.
Moreoever, all private industry will experience these
difficulties if rr:ore and more new Gover nment agencies
(such as the proposed government enrichrr.ent corporation
proposed by GAO) are enabled to borrow in the ooney
markets.

Page 61, third para.
2nd sentence

Erroneous implication that this is an inherent problem
"'hen it probably lWtild be overcotne imr.-.ediately (for
UEA and bther private projects) if the Congress p3sses
the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act, thus serving clear
notice of U. S. Government support for private entry.

·Page 61,

f~urth

para.

Factually incorrect; UEA investors \·rill not receive
a guaranteed return, furthermore Government funds are
not at risk.

Page 62, first para.
third sentence

Erroneous implication; Government· schedule is end of
1983 for 4.5 million S~~ and the first part of
1985 for 9 million S\·iU whereas if UEA schedule slips
1 1/2 years they ,.;ill have 9 million S\W by · the first
part of 1985. It should be observed that Government
schedules also might slip.

Page 62, 2nd para.
2nd -sentence

We would disagree. Separate corporate management of
enrichment facilities, due .. to tima: required to obtain
necessary legislation and dispersion of experienced
personnel bet,·lec-n ERDA and the corporation, might
'~ell preclude ti!':'.ely implementation of Government's
hGdge plan should such action beco1:1e necessary.
Moreover, establishment of such a corporation ~·:ould
reduce confidence in Government's intentions to
transfer responsibilities for ·future enrichtr.ent plants
to the private sector.

'
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.Pege 62, 2nd para.
last sentence

Page 63,

Page 63, last ppint

Appendix I
Page 65, 2nd para.
2nd sentence

Cot::!ments

Erroneous implication. It is not at all clear that a
Government corporation ~_.ould be freed from budget
constraints. This ·..:auld be contrary to the spirit,
if not the letter, of the "Budget Reform ·Act" of 1974.
Erro:1eous implication that private centrifuge enrichers
· are likely to be uilling to assurr:e more total risk
with a less adva-aced. technology Hhen all evidence point~
in a contrary direction.
No basis is established in the report for this reco~~endation,
i. ~. , the report does not indicate where the ?reposed
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975 is inadequate, .or an undesira~le rr:echanism, for assisting develop;cent of a
competitive uraniu.:u enrichment industry.

Factually erroneous. The statement should read:
"The Eurodif consortium, in ~·7hich Fra.'lce has a 42 percent
·interest, Italy 24 percent, Spain 12 percent, Belgium
12 percent, and Iran 10 percent,"

Page 66, first para,
last sentence

Factually incon::ple te. The follm\'ing should be inserted:
"Brazil has recently made an agreement with t"!-le Federal
R~public of Germany under w·hich Garmany. 'dll not only
sell power reactors to Brazil but also establish in
Brazil the cowplete nuclear fuel cycle, including 2n
enrichment plant using the jet nozzle technology. 11 ·

Page 6 7, last
sentence

Incomplete. In lieu of the last sentence, the follmving
could be used: "Zaire has expressed interest in some type
of enriehr::ent plant to ut.ilize excess hydropo~...•er but so
far uo ·one has come foTivard to finance, build and operate
a plant there."

,
Note:

Proposed arrangements bet,,·ecn UEA and the Goverrrnent .are in the proc~ss
of n e gotiation.

